


Every week we’ll be encouraging 
you to notice features of the 
landscape in an artwork using 
Exhibit, a tool which provides an 
engaging and interactive 
experience similar to what you 
would have with the original piece.

If you have not already, look at ‘A 
view of St Andrews from East 
Sands’, creator unknown, featured 
on Exhibit before going on your 
walk. You can find this here:
https://exhibit.so/exhibits/qkMmn
eYW0vSuNyN6LRfz



We have also created a playlist you 
can listen to on your walk. 

We’ll suggest songs to listen to 
whilst looking out for certain 
features. 

You can find our playlist on Spotify 
here: 
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/4
weoTLm7zTUfnnLYu8Vgxi?si=98b2
a84388824fdc

Why not listen to ‘Good Vibrations’ from the playlist to start off your walk?

https://open.spotify.com/playlist/4weoTLm7zTUfnnLYu8Vgxi?si=98b2a84388824fdc


The painting depicts a view of St 
Andrews from the East Sands.  There 
are many different features in the 
distance. 

What different things can you see in 
the distance that your attention is 
immediately draw to? Are there 
different buildings, wooded areas or 
the coast?

As you are walking, listen to the sounds 
you can hear. Are any leaves crunching 
under your feet, people chatting as you 
walk by or the breeze in the trees?
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Why not listen to ‘Three Little Birds’ from the playlist whilst looking at these features?



The sea and the coast can be seen in the 
painting. Are you able to find any water on 
your walk, such as a puddle, canal or the
sea?

What is the movement like, is it still or is it
being moved around due the environment 
around it?

Think about your different senses on your 
walk. 

Make a note of all the different things you 
can hear and smell at different stages of your 
wander. 

Why not listen to ‘Earth and Water Song’ from the playlist whilst looking at these features?



In the painting you can see different parts of 
Fife in the distance.

What is on your horizon? If you look closely, 
what is the furthest point you can see?

Is the sun out today?

How is the weather affecting the environment 
around you? Is it casting shadows, or making the 
colours on your walk seem brighter? 

Why not listen to ‘Mr Blue Sky’ from the playlist whilst looking at these features?



Do you think the time of day you have 
taken your walk has affected the 
environment around you? Are the colours 
around you different, can you hear 
different noises?

Enjoy the rest of your walk and have a think 
of what songs you would use if you were to 
put a playlist together that would describe 
your journey outside today. 

Why not listen to the rest of the playlist?


